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The market is filled with many of the latest models to hit the automobile scene. Many of these brand
new cars sport the latest technological innovations that may persuade you to take the plunge and
purchase a new vehicle. While you may love your existing car, you cannot help but be tempted with
the newer models that come out every year. Purchasing a new car is coupled with additional
expenses that can really make a dent to your wallet. Here are some important considerations that
you have to ponder on before taking on a car loan to purchase that much coveted new model out in
the market.

Take the time to consider if you could really afford having a new car. You could gauge your financial
capacity by creating a list of all the additional possible expenses that may arise with the purchase of
a new automobile. Your monthly car expenses will include the monthly amortization payment, car
insurance, gasoline, maintenance costs, and other possible expenses for repairs and parts. Add up
that figure with the existing fixed monthly expenses you have every month for instance like rent,
electricity, grocery, etc. You should have enough monthly income to support your additional monthly
expense. Generally, they say that your car payment should not be more than 20% of your net
income. Of course, to make your car payment more affordable and flexible on your part, you can opt
for a longer term on your car loan.

After carefully analyzing your finances and it indicates that you can afford to have a new car, you'll
need a lender. You can look into banks, credit unions and auto dealer financing although the last
option tend to have much higher rates than the other two. You can even consider taking an auto
loan from family, relatives and friends.

Choose a loan option in the same manner as you would be picking a car. Not only do you need to
pick the right lender but the right car loan option that would give you the best loan package possible.
Great loan options include tax deductible mortgages, where you have your home equity loans and
cash-out mortgage refinancing. If you don't have any source of equity or you are not a home owner,
you can always tap on the many available auto loan programs. Irregardless of what loan option you
will be choosing, as long as you have maintained a good credit standing and record you will always
end up with a great interest rate.

Many of us will fall in love with the spectacular vehicles that are available in the market. It is
important not to rely on your emotion when you plan a purchase but to think carefully of the many
considerations that are important to ponder on when planning to purchase an automobile. In this
manner, you will not have any regrets on your buy.
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